Tool Box, Toy Chest, Name
Card, Menu Holder Small and
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American made light duty .040
to .120 Stampings competitive
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hinges, toolbox latches and toy
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wire ammo box handles, case
hardware, hooks, toggle cups, lid
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short run stamping.
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Latches, Catches, Dowels

1731 PUSH CATCH is made
for inset mounting on all types of
boxes.

1731 PUSH CATCH is made
for inset mounting on all types of
boxes.

Overall height is approx. 3/4” and
overall width is approx. 1-7/8”. The
top is 5/16” high. It has two .086”
dia. holes on 1-5/8” centers on
both top and bottom for mounting
with #2 screws or #16 escutcheon
pins.

Overall height is approx. 3/4” and
overall width is approx. 1-7/8”.
The top is 5/16” high.

HASP 1760 is ideal for small box
projects. It is approx. 5/8” wide
and 1-7/8” high. Both the hasp and
keeper have two .097 Dia. holes
to attach it to your box. Use a #2
screw.
A padlock with a maximum 9/64”
(.171”)Dia. bail will fit this hasp.

The center lines of the mounting
holes are approximately .375” from
top to bottom. With a depth of
about .200” this will fit into a 1/4”
thick piece of wood. Push knob to
the left to open.

It has two .086” dia. holes on
1-5/8” centers on both top and
bottom for mounting with #2
screws or #16 escutcheon pins. The
center lines of the mounting holes
are approximately .375” from top
to bottom. With a depth of about
.200” this will fit into a 1/4” thick
piece of wood. Push knob to the
right to open.

Standard finish is rack brass plate
and rack nickel plate.

Standard finish is rack brass plate
and rack nickel plate.

1778HDW

505DOWELHDW

507DOWELHDW

Pronged Latch 1778 is approx.
1-5/16” wide and 7/8” high.

The 505 Dowel is perfect for
aligning the top and bottoms of
your heavy duty cases. This item’s
dimensions are the following:

The 507 Dowel is smaller than the
505 and is used for medium duty
cases. This item’s dimensions are
approx. 1-3/8 x 1-3/8” with four
.130 Dia. counter-sunk mounting
holes.

It has two 9/32” long prongs on
both top and bottom to hold it to
your case. It is usually applied with
a small kick press or air press in
high production operations.
Latch comes in Brass only.

Length 2-3/16”
Width 1-3/4” with four .130 Dia.
mounting holes
We recommend using a #4 screw,
sold separately.

HASP 1761 is ideal for small box
projects. It is approx. 1-9/16” wide
and 1-1/4” high. With two 3/32”
long prongs on both top and bottom to hold it to the case, it can be
applied rapidly with a kick press or
small air press in your production
operations. Minimum production
run is 3,000 pcs
A padlock with a maximum
11/64”(.171”) Dia. bail will fit this
hasp. Our 955 fits perfectly.

We recommend using a #4 screw
(flat head), sold separately.

511PHDW has a decorative
indent in its face It is are approximately 1-5/16” wide and 1-1/16”
high when assembled on your
case. The top mounting plate is
1/2” high and will just fit on a
box with a 1/2” lid. The bottom
(latching portion)also needs a
mounting surface approx. 1/2”
wide. Two mounting holes on the
base and two on the top of the
catches are .140” in diameter and
are on 1-1/16” centers. Mounting
holes are approximately 1/2” center-to-center from top to bottom.
We recommend attachment with
1/8” rivets or #5 screws.
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Latches, Catches, Dowels, cont.

514PHDW

5210HDW

916HDW

916HHDW

This small, but well made drawbolt
is ideal for your more petite
projects.

This 5210 mini latch has a nonspring loaded lever that holds the
latch closed.

Overall height is approx. 1.6”
and width 1.187”. The #514P has
two .118” Dia. mounting holes in
both top and bottom sections on
.820” centers. Distance between
hole centers from top to bottom is
approx. .750”. The height of the top
alone is slightly over .525”. Use a
#2 or #4 flat head screw with this
latch.

The latch is approximately 1-1/2”
wide and is 7/8” in overall height.

Catch 916 is used on metal, wood,
paper and plastic box applications.
Overall height is approx. 1.87” and
overall width is approx. 1.45”. The
top is 9/16” high. There are two
.135” dia. holes on the top and
three on the bottom for mounting
with rivets or screws. A short bottom option is available for narrow
base boxes. Also without holes for
spot welding.

This cut-off version fits boxes with
a base at least 1” high. The latch
top is 9/16” high. There are two
.135” dia. holes on the top and two
on the bottom for mounting with
rivets or screws. The assembly is
approx 1.6” in overall height.

916MHHDW

924HDW is generally used as a
surface mounted latch on all types
of wooden, plastic, and metal box
applications. However, it can also
be inset internally in a mitered
slot in 1/8” thick boxes. Overall
height is approx. 1” and overall
width is approx. 1-7/8”. The top
is 7/16” high and will easily fit on
a 1/2” high box lid. The bottom
is approx. 9/16” high. It has two
.136” dia. holes on top (.925” center to center) and bottom (1.585”
center to center) for mounting
with 1/8” rivets or #4 screws. The
centerlines of the mounting holes
are approximately .650” from top
to bottom. Push knob to the left to
open. Standard finishes are nickel
or brass plate.

This cut-off version fits boxes with
a base at least 1” high. The latch
top is 9/16” high. The assembly
is approx 1.6” in overall height.
Shown is the weld on version.

It has two .120” dia. mounting
holes on the top and on the
bottom. The holes are on 1-1/8”
center to center left to right and
3/8” top to bottom.
Recommend using #4 screws (sold
separately).

924HHDW is generally used as a
surface mounted latch on all types
of wooden, plastic, and metal box
applications. However, it can also
be inset internally in a mitered
slot in 1/8” thick boxes. Overall
height is approx. 1” and overall
width is approx. 1-7/8”. The top
is 7/16” high and will easily fit on
a 1/2” high box lid. The bottom
is approx. 9/16” high. It has two
.136” dia. holes on top (.925” center to center) and bottom (1.585”
center to center) for mounting
with 1/8” rivets or #4 screws. The
centerlines of the mounting holes
are approximately .650” from top
to bottom. Push knob to the left to
open. Standard finishes are nickel
or brass plate.
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Latches, Catches, Dowels, cont.

9311WPHDW

9312-1HDW

9312-7/8HDW

9312P-1HDW

The #9XXX CATCH SERIES is used extensively on all types of box and case applications. The three largest versions are available in Locking or
Non-Locking styles. The two smaller versions are non-locking only. There are 5 different basic sizes ranging in height from 1.33” to 1.975”.
Comes in Brass and Nickel. Other finishes are available for an additional fee, please call for pricing.
(Many styles available 9315, 9316, 9516, 9376, 9379, 9539---consult factory for options)
Mounting holes for all series are .132” diameter. Use 1/8” rivets or #4 phillips pan head screws. Brass plated screws are sold separately.
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Latches, Catches, Dowels, cont.

938/938AHDW is used on numerous box and case applications
to provide positive closure.
It can be used in both flush
mounting or over a .750” valance
applications. Overall height is
approx. 2.45” and overall width is
approx. 1.23”. It has three .135 dia.
holes on the base and two on the
top (or strike) for mounting with
rivets or screws.
The strike is .38” in height and
1.17” in width and is hidden
behind the catch in the closed
position.

943-2APHDW

943-2BPHDW

943-3APHDW

943AP Drawbolt or Pull Down
Latch is used to provide positive
closure on wooden, plastic, and
metal boxes.

#943BP Drawbolt or Pull Down
Latch is used to provide positive
closure on wooden, plastic, and
metal boxes.

943AP Drawbolt or Pull Down
Latch is used to provide positive
closure on wooden, plastic, and
metal boxes.

Overall height of this version of
the 943A is approx. 2.375” and
overall width is approx. 1.5”. It has
.160” dia. holes for mounting with
screws or rivets. Use a #4 or #5 flat
head screw for this latch.

Overall height is approx. 2.625”
and overall width is approx. 1.5”
for this version of the 943 drawcatch. It has .160” dia. holes for
mounting with screws or rivets.
Use a #4 or #5 flat head screw with
this item.

Overall height of this version of
the 943A is approx. 2.375” and
overall width is approx. 1.5”. It has
.160” dia. holes for mounting with
screws or rivets. Use a #4 or #5 flat
head screw for this latch.

This drawbolt has two mounting
holes on top and bottom.

This drawbolt has two mounting
holes on top and three on the
bottom.

Also available in non-locking
version #938P

943-3BP3HHDW and
943-3BPHDW
#943BP Drawbolt or Pull Down
Latch is used to provide positive
closure on wooden, plastic, and
metal boxes.
Overall height is approx. 2.625”
and overall width is approx. 1.5”
for this version of the 943 drawcatch. It has .160” dia. holes for
mounting with screws or rivets.
Use a #4 or #5 flat head screw with
this item.

944BP/944BHDW
Wire bail style drawcatch 944BP
Drawbolt is used to provide positive closure on wooden, plastic,
and metal boxes.
Overall height is approx. 2.20” and
overall width is approx. .875”. It
has two .132” dia. holes on top and
two .156” dia. holes on bottom for
mounting with rivets or screws.

This drawbolt has three mounting
holes on top and bottom.
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Cardholders

1724TNP

1751NP

1751WP

5400NP

Card Holder #1724 with mounting
holes comes in Brass or Nickel
finishes. Will easily fit on the edge
of shelves only 5/8” wide. Perfect
for library, shop or home use.

Label Holder 1751NP with mounting holes comes in brass and nickel
finishes. Very popular on scrap
books. Also available with a thumb
pull as 1751WP.

Label Holder 1751WP with
mounting holes and a thumb pull
comes in brass and nickel finishes.
Very popular on scrap books.

Cardholder 5400 is our smallest
standard label holder:

Cardholder 1724:

For a 1” x 1-5/8 card or label

For a 1/2” x 1.700” card.

Two .125” dia. holes on 2.175”
centers

Two .125” dia. holes on 2.175”
centers

Two .130” dia. holes on 2-3/16”
centers
Approx. 2-1/2” wide x 5/8” high.

Overall size approx. 2.4” wide x
1.1” high

For a 1” x 1-5/8 card or label

Overall size approx. 2.4” wide x
1.1” high

For a 5/8” x 1-1/2” card.
Two .117” dia. holes on 1-5/8”
centers.
Approx. 1-7/8” wide x 11/16” high.
Brass & Nickel finishes

605NP

605WP

606NP

880NP

Label Holder #605 with mounting
holes. Works well on shelves, boxes, drawers and scrap books.

Label Holder #605 with mounting
holes and pull. Works well on
shelves, boxes, drawers and scrap
books.

For a 1” x 2-1/2” card.

For a 1” x 2” card
Clinch on type (4 prongs)

For a 1-1/4”x 2-7/8 card.

Two .132” dia. holes on 2-7/8”
centers (.156” dia. holes on special
order)
Approx. 3-1/4” wide x 1-1/4 high.

For a 1-1/4”x 2-7/8 card.
Two .132” dia. holes on 3.225”
centers.(.156” or .189” dia. holes
also available on special order)
Overall size approx. 3-1/2” wide x
1-1/2 high
Brass or Nickel finish

Two .132” dia. holes on 3.225”
centers.(.156” or .189” dia. holes
also available on special order)

Brass or Nickel finish

Approx. 2-5/8 wide x 1-1/4 high
Available with a “thumb” pull
(880WP)
Brass and Nickel Finish

Overall size approx. 3-1/2” wide x
1-1/2 high

Also available with a thumb pull
(605WP)

880WP
For a 1” x 2” card
Clinch on type (4 prongs)
Approx. 2-5/8 wide x 1-1/4 high
Brass and Nickel Finish
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Clamps

766-3/16

766-3/8

767

768ANGLE

The 766-3/16 has the following
dimensions:

The 766-3/8 has the following
dimensions:

The 767 clamp has the following
dimensions:

The 768 clamp has the following
dimensions:

Leg Length 1-1/4”

Leg Length 1-1/4”

Leg Length 1-1/2”

Leg Length 3/4”

Width 1/2”

Width 1/2”

Width 1/4”

Width 1/4”

Hole .130”

Hole .130”

Hole .156”

Hole .140”

We recommend using a #4 screw,
sold separately.

We recommend using a #4 screw,
sold separately.

We recommend using a #4 screw,
sold separately.

We recommend using a #4 screw,
sold separately.
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Corners

1606

1606A

1738

1793

The 1606 Corner has a large face
of apporox. .215” with the smooth
corner radius to fit your requirements. This corner has legs approx.
.950” long and fits over materials
about .100” thick.

Wide Face Binder Corner.

The #1738 has a patterned wide
face. Each leg is approx. 3/4” long
and fits over materials about .100”
thick.

The 1793 corner is approx. 9/16”
x 9/16” with a channel of .125”.
This corner has a turned in edge
around its perimeter but does not
have extra gripping prongs like the
#774.

The #20400L and #20400R
parting line edge protector will keep
the corner edges of your beautiful
box from fraying and getting dinged
up. The edge protectors are 1-1/4”
across the front and run 1-1/8”
down the side of the box. They are
5/8” in overall height and have 2.125” Dia. holes for #4 screws.

20508

20509

20512

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.
The dimensions shown indicate
the approximate recommended
grip range for each corner.

The 1606A is very similar to the
#1606 in size, but has the advantage of two small teeth to better
grip your product.
Corner radius = 13/32”.

Leg Length 15/32 x 15/32”
(12mm)
Approximate Channel .102”
(2.5mm)
Type Round

Leg Length: 11/16 x 11/16”
(16mm)
Approx. Channel: .095” (2.3mm)
Type: Round

20559

20579

20580

20595

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.
The dimensions shown indicate
the approximate recommended
grip range for each corner.

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.
The dimensions shown indicate
the approximate recommended
grip range for each corner.

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.
The dimensions shown indicate
the approximate recommended
grip range for each corner.

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.
The dimensions shown indicate
the approximate recommended
grip range for each corner.

Leg Length: 1/2 x 1/2” (12.5mm)

Leg Length: 9/16 x 9/16” (14.4mm)

Leg Length: 3/4 x 3/4” (19mm)

Approx. Channel: .060” (1.5mm)

Approx. Channel: .090” (2.3mm)

Approx. Channel: .060” (1.5mm)

Type: Round

Type: Round
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Corners, cont.

20606

20628

392-1/2

393

We offer a full range of standard
decorative metal corners for manufacturers of binders and menus.

The #20628 is a decorative corner,
and with a lip that is only 3/16
“high” it will fit on smaller boxes
without looking out of place.

The #392-1/2 has a thin face of
approx .110” and fits over materials about .060” thick. Each leg is
approx. .580” long.

The #393 has a very thin face of
approx .075” and fits over materials about .040” thick. Each leg is
approx. .800” long.

Leg Length 19/32 x 19/32”
(15mm)

Type Round

Each leg is 1-1/4” long, approximately 9/32” wide and it is 3/16”
high. It has 3 holes approximately
1/16” diameter for mounting (use a
#2 screw or a #16 Escutcheon pin).

763

771

772

773

The 763 Decorative Box Corner is
perfect to finish off your wood or
fibre box. Each leg is 1-1/4” long and
it is 1/2” high at the tip. It has 2 holes
approx .063 diameter for mounting
with 1/16 nails or brads.

The #771 is a 1” box corners, since
it measures approximately 1” from
the tip of the corner to the tip of the
leg. It is best used for boxes with an
approximate 1/16” corner radii. This
box corner has three legs with one
.130” dia. mounting hole in each leg.

The #772 is considered a 1”
box corners, since it measures
approximately 1” from the tip of
the corner to the tip of the leg.
It is best used for boxes with an
approximate 5/16” corner radii.
This box corner has three legs with
one .130” dia. mounting hole in
each leg.

The #773 is considered a 1”
box corners, since it measures
approximately 1” from the tip of
the corner to the tip of the leg.
It is best used for boxes with an
approximate 1/16” corner radii.
This box corner has one .130” dia.
mounting hole on each side.

774

775S

777

778

The 774 corner is approx. 5/8” x 5/8”
with a channel of .100”. This corner
exhibits superior holding power
with both a turned in edge around
its perimeter and two prongs to grab
the material it is applied too

Leg Length: 1/2 x 1/2” (12.5mm)

Leg Length: 1 x 1” (25.4mm)

Leg Length: 1 x 1” (25.4mm)

Approx. Channel: .060”/.125”(1.5 to
2.5mm)

Approx. Channel: .100” (2.5mm)

Approx. Channel: .250”(6.4mm)

Type: Square

Type: Square

Approximate Channel .120”
(3mm)

Type: Square
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Corners, cont.

780

781

785C

Leg Length: 1 x 1” (25.4mm)

Leg Length: 3/4 x 3/4” (19mm)

Leg Length: 3/4 x 3/4” (19mm)

Approx. Channel: .187” (4.7mm)

Approx. Channel: .100”(2.5mm)

Approx. Channel: .125” (3.2mm)

Type: Round

Type: Square

Type: Square

786C
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Drawbolts

500RHDW

500RPHDW

501RHDW

501RPHDW

The 500 series locking drawbolts and non-locking drawcatches are used to provide positive closures on wood, plastic or metal boxes.
The series is divided into two main types. Type “R” has a half round keeper or bail while the type “F” has a flat bail. Functionally they are the same. All items
are approx. 2.5” in height and 1-5/16 wide.

502FHDW

502FPHDW

503FHDW

503FPHDW

The 502FHDW is locking and has
the following dimensions:

The 502FPHDW is non-locking and
has the following dimensions:

The 503FHDW is locking and has
the following dimensions:

The 503FPHDW is non-locking and
has the following dimensions:

Length 2.5”

Length 2.5”

Length 2.5”

Length 2.5”

Width 1-5/16”

Width 1-5/16”

Width 1-5/16”

Width 1-5/16”

Holes .135 dia

Holes .135 dia

Holes .135 dia

Holes .135 dia
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Epins
EPIN#14-1/2

EPIN#14-3/8

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

There are approximately 984 pins
per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 1,229
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

Body Diameter = .083”

Body Diameter = .083”

Head Diameter = .150”

Head Diameter = .150”

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

EPIN#16-1

EPIN#16-1/4

EPIN#16-3/4

EPIN#16-3/8

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

There are approximately 919 pins
per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 2,900
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 1,190
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 2,134
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

Body Diameter = .065”

Body Diameter = .065”

Body Diameter = .065”

Body Diameter = .065”

Head Diameter = .130”

Head Diameter = .130”

Head Diameter = .130”

Head Diameter = .130”

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

EPIN#16-5/8

EPIN#18-1/2

EPIN#18-1/4

EPIN#18-3/4

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

There are approximately 1,396
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 2,250
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 5,425
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 2,200
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

Body Diameter = .065”

Body Diameter = .049”

Body Diameter = .049”

Body Diameter = .049”

Head Diameter = .130”

Head Diameter = .086”

Head Diameter = .086”

Head Diameter = .086”

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

EPIN#18-3/8

EPIN#18-5/8

EPIN#20S-1/2

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

All pins are made from solid brass
and are sold in one pound packages.

There are approximately 3,916
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 2,598
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

There are approximately 6,374
pins per pound. with approximate
dimensions:

Body Diameter = .049”

Body Diameter = .049”

Body Diameter = .035”

Head Diameter = .086”

Head Diameter = .086”

Head Diameter = .063”

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.

Can be plated in Nickel for an additional fee, please call for pricing.
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Handles

1729HANDLE

1730HANDLE

1750HANDLEBRN

1755HANDLESET

Heavy Duty Folding Chest Handle

The 1730 Metal Handle is perfect
as a simple door pull or for use on a
box or display case.

This traditional handle hardware
assembly has a single piece 3/4”
x 1-13/16” metal clip at each end
of the handle with two .170 Dia.
holes for rivets or screws on 1-7/16”
centers.

This formed Metal Handles are ideal
for use on tool boxes and heavy duty
cases. The clips are secured to the
box with screws, rivets or nails and
allow the handles to rotate to both a
“rest” and “carry” position.

The assembly is approx. 2-3/4” high
and 6” wide across the clips.

Length: 7-1/8”

This steel, heavy duty, chest handle
has a 90 degree stop and a 5/16” diameter round grip. The handle folds
flat and out of the way when not in
use. The back mounting plate provides 4- 3/16” diameter mounting
holes. Standard finish is zinc plate.

The handle is 4-3/4” in overall
length and has two .170” holes on
4-1/8” centers. Height above the
mounting surface is 1”. This metal
handle is steel and is stocked in brass
plate. You can use #4, #5 or #6 flat
head screws (sold separately).

Grip Dia.: 5/8”
Hole Dia.: .165”
Hole CC: 1x5-3/4”
Height: 2”

1764-7HANDLE

1775HANDLESET

1783HANDLEBLK

1784HANDLEBLK

The #1764 Strap Handle does not
require any hardware. Instead, two
slots are die cut in your box and the
tabs at the ends of the handle are
inserted into the slots. The wings
inside the box hold it in place. Washers, if required for added strength,
are sold separately.

This formed Metal Handles are ideal
for use on tool boxes and heavy duty
cases. The clips are secured to the
box with screws, rivets or nails and
allow the handles to rotate to both a
“rest” and “carry” position.

This modern looking handle assembly has a single piece 1/2” x 1-7/8”
metal clip at each end of the handle
with two .170” Dia. holes for rivets
or screws on 1.400” centers.

This modern looking handle assembly has a single piece 3/4” x 1-13/16”
metal clip at each end of the handle
with two .170” Dia. holes for rivets
or screws on 1-7/16” centers.

The assembly stands approx. 2-1/2”
high and 6” wide across the clips.
Handle is black, hardware is nickel
plate.

The assembly stands approx. 2-1/2”
high and 6-3/8” wide across the
clips. Handle is black, hardware is
nickel plate. Conservative lifting
capacity 35 pounds.

The handle is approx. 3/16” thick
and 3/4” wide. The handle neck
is 5/16” wide. Standard pack and
ratings are shown below. Handle
material is LDPE.

Length: 8-1/4”
Grip Dia.: 3/4”
Hole Dia.: 3/16”
Hole CC: 1x6”
Height: 2-1/4”

1797HANDLEBLK
This modern looking handle assembly has a single piece 1/2” x 1-13/16”
metal clip at each end of the handle with two .162” Dia. holes for rivets or
screws on 1-3/8” centers.
The 1797 Handle has a larger grip then the other molded handles at almost
7/8” diameter. This comfortably fits an adult hand under heavy loaded
conditions.
The assembly stands approx. 2-3/4” high and 6-3/8” wide across the clips.
Handle is black, hardware is nickel plate. Conservative lifting capacity 35
pounds.
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Hinges

10HINGE

1215OFFSETHINGE

1299HINGE

15HINGE

The 10 Hinge is one of our most
popular hinges. This teardrop hinge
is approx. 2.040” in height and 1.110”
in width and has .159” dia. mounting
holes for rivets or screws. This hinge
has a stop angle of approximately 90
degrees We recommend a #4 Phillips
Flat Head screw to be used in attaching this hinge.

The 1215 Hinge has an offset and is
approx. 1-1/4” in length, 2-1/4” in
width and has .163” dia. mounting
holes for rivets or screws. We recommend a #3 Phillips Flat Head screw
to be used in attaching this hinge.

The 1299 is a barbed offset hinge.
The dimensions of this hinge are
approximately 1.5” wide and .8125”
in height. Since the knuckle on this
barbed hinge has offset of approximately 1/8”, the placement of the
knuckle is outside the box and does
not require a bevel on the back corners of your box, as see on the 1765
& 1791 barbed hinges. Both the
1299 & 1765 Saw Blades can be used
to attach this hinge to the box.

This Non-Stop, Full Opening hinges
are for use on all types of boxes,
cases, and luggage.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

The #15 Hinge is approx. 1.1” wide
and 2.04” in height with .159” Dia.
holes for screws for rivets. A #4 phillips flat head screw fits this hinge.
Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinge comes only in Brass.

For a non-stop version of this hinge,
please see our 15 Hinge.

1723HINGE

1725HINGE

1727QUADBHINGE

1733QUADHINGE

The 1723 Hinge is 2” in height
and 1-1/6” in width and has .190”
dia. mounting holes for rivets or
screws. We recommend a #4
Phillips Flat Head screw to be used
in attaching this hinge.

The 1725 Hinge is an offset hinge
typically used on overlaping top
guitar cases. The leaves are unequal.
It is 1” across the pin X 1-7/8” wide.
It has 4 holes .160” Diameter on 1/2”
x 5/8” centers. The bent tip on the
longer leaf cradles the top edge of
the case for extra support.

The #1727 hinge is .032” thick solid
brass with a polished finish and
non-removable control arm a sturdy
.045” thick. Each leg is 1-1/4” long X
9/32” wide with 2 countersunk holes
for #1 flat head screws. The body
of the hinge is 1-3/16” along the
knuckle and the control arm allows
the hinge to open to approximately
95 degrees.

The #1733 hinge is .050” thick solid
brass with a polished finish and a
sturdy .055” thick, non-removable
control arm. Each leg is 1-7/8” long
X 3/8” wide with 4 countersunk
holes for #2 flat head screws. The
body of the hinge is 1-5/8” along the
knuckle and the control arm allows
the hinge to open to approximately
95 degrees.

Hinge only comes in Brass.

Hinge only comes in Brass.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.
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Hinges, cont.

1739HINGE

1739SHINGE

1743HINGE

1752HINGE

This hinge is called a butterfly
hinge because of its looks. It is
available in both full opening
(1739) and 90 degree stop versions
(1739S).

This hinge is called a butterfly hinge
because of its looks. It is available
in both full opening (1739) and 90
degree stop versions (1739S).

The 1743 Hinge is approx. 1” in
height and 15/16” in width and
has .130” dia. mounting holes for
rivets or screws. We recommend
a #2 Phillips Flat Head screw or a
#4 Phillips Pan Head to be used in
attaching this hinge.

The 1752 Hinge is approx. 3/4” in
height and 15/32” in width and has
.091” dia. mounting holes for rivets
or screws. We recommend a #2
Phillips Flat Head screw to be used
in attaching this hinge.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes for a fee, please call for pricing.
Length: 1-1/4”
Width: 1-3/16”
Holes: .156” Dia.
Recommended Screw size: #4PPH,
#3PFH
(Screws sold separately)
Length is across the knuckle.
Width is overall width when hinge
is flat.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes,
for a fee. Please call for pricing.
Length: 1-1/4”
Width: 1-3/16”

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Holes: .156” Dia.
Recommended Screw size: #4PPH,
#3PFH
(Screws sold separately)
Length is across the knuckle. Width
is overall width when hinge is flat.

1753HINGE

1757HINGE

1758HINGE

1765HINGE

The 1753 Hinge is approx. 3/4”
in height and 9/16” in width and
has .136” dia. mounting holes for
rivets or screws. We recommend
a #2 Phillips Flat Head screw be
used in attaching this hinge.

The #1757 miniature butterfly hinge
is great for your small projects. It is
approx. 1-1/8” across the knuckle
and 1-3/16” wide. It has four .140”
Dia. mounting holes.

The #1758 pronged hinge is great for
small case applications. It is approx.
1” across the knuckle and 15/16”
wide. The legs span 1/2” and are
5/16” long.

Other miniature hinges are also
available. See the #1739 for a larger
version of a butterfly hinge.

Pronged hinges are generally used
in high volume assembly operations
since they usually require a special
machine with a setting tool.

Barbed hinges are usually used on
wooden or plastic boxes and cases.
These hinges are inset into a narrow
kerf slot cut or molded into each
half of your case and are practically
invisible while providing a secure
closure. Saw blades to cut the Kerf
are sold separately.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Other size pronged hinges are also
available.
Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass. Can be
plated in additional finishes for a fee,
please call for pricing.
The #1765 Barbed Hinge hinge
is approx 1-1/8” wide and 7/8” in
height. (Same as Ludwig 1297.) See
installation instructions below.
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Hinges, cont.

1765SHINGE

1768HINGE

1768LHINGE

Barbed hinges are usually used on
wooden or plastic boxes and cases.
These hinges are inset into a narrow
kerf slot cut or molded into each half
of your case and are practically invisible while providing a secure closure.
Saw blades to cut the Kerf are sold
separately. Hinge comes in Brass.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

The 1768 is approx. 1-1/2” in height
and 1-1/16” in width and has .188”
dia. mounting holes for rivets or
screws. We recommend a #4 Phillips Flat Head screw to be used in
attaching this hinge.

The 1768L is slightly larger than the
1768 Hinge. Please call for exact
measurements.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

1773HINGE

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

The #1765S Spring Loaded Barbed
Hinge is the same size and shape
as the #1765 hinge, but with the
addition of a small spring will hold
tension on your box top in either the
closed or open position. The spring
does require extra clearance to be cut
in the box and this is usually done
with a router.
Since the pivot point for the #1765
is at the center of your box wall,
the back edges of your box must be
beveled at 45 Degrees to provide
clearance for the hinge action. (The
#1299 does not require a bevel).

1790HINGE

1791HINGE

1796HINGE

20HINGE

The 1790 Hinge is just the right
size for your miniature projects.
It is the item used on most doll
house projects and is solid brass
and approximately 3/8” x 3/8” in
size with six .032” Dia. holes.

The #1791 Barbed Hinge is approx
7/8” wide and 9/16” in height.

The #1796 Strap Hinge is approx.
5/8” wide and 2-5/8” high with six
.097 Dia. holes to attach it to your
box. Use #2 screws.

The 20 Hinge is the larger version of
our popular 10 hinge. This teardrop
hinge is approx. 2.55” in height and
1.5” in width and has .170” dia.
mounting holes for rivets or screws.
This hinge has a stop angle of approximately 90 degrees. Depending
upon the application, the #4, #5, or
#6 screws can be used to attach this
hinge.

The 1790 mounting pin shown is
1/8” long and is also available.

Hinge comes in Brass.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.
For a non-stop version of this hinge,
please see our 25 Hinge.
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Hinges, cont.

25HINGE

262HINGE

263HINGE

30LHINGE

The 25 Hinge is the larger version
of our popular 15 hinge. This
teardrop hinge is approx. 2.55”
in height and 1.55” in width and
has .170” dia. mounting holes for
rivets or screws. Depending upon
the application, the #4, #5, or #6
Phillips Flat Head screws can be
used to attach this hinge.

This small decorative hinge is ideal
for jewelry boxes or cabinets.

The #263 Hinge is just the right size
for those small projects. It is the item
typically used on doll houses, jewelry boxes and other small boxes.

The #30L Hinge is approx. 1.0” x
1.2” wide and has four .135” dia.
mounting holes for rivets or screws.
This hinge is special ordered.

It is approximately 1/2” x 1/2” in size
with four .086” Dia. holes. Use #2
screws.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes for a fee, please call for pricing.

It is 1” along the pin and under 7/8”
wide so it will fit on narrow lid boxes. Four screw holes .098” diameter
on .650” x .450” centers round out
the product. (Use #2 Phillips Round
head screws)
Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

For a non-stop version of this
hinge, please see our 20 Hinge.

30RHINGE

31FHINGE

31HINGE

5202HINGE

The #30R Hinge is approx. 1.0”
x 1.2” wide and has four .135”
dia. mounting holes for rivets or
screws. Hole centers are .850” left
to right and .625” top to bottom.
This hinge is also available on
special order in a left hand version.
(Hole configuration on left hand
version is not the same as shown
for the 30R.)

The #31F Hinge is approx. 1.5” high
and 1.840” wide and has four .136”
holes for rivets or screws. Hole centers are 1.390” left to right and .750
top to bottom.(1.0” top to bottom
also available)

The #31 Hinge is approx. 1.5” high
and 1.8” wide and has four .136”
holes for rivets or screws. Hole centers are 1.370” left to right and .750
top to bottom.(1.0” top to bottom
also available) The #31 will fit over a
7/8” valance.

The 5202 is 3/4” across the pin and
5/8” wide with 4- .050” dia. holes for
#18 Escutcheon Pins.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes for a fee, please call for pricing.

This hinge is similar to the #31, but
is flat and does not have valance
relief.
Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinge comes in Brass. Can be
plated in additional finishes for a fee,
please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.
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Hinges, cont.

5205HINGE

5206HINGE

5207HINGE

5208HINGE

The 5205 is 1-5/16” across the pin
and 5/8” wide with 4- .050” dia.
holes for #18 Escutcheon Pins.

The 5206 is approximately 5/8”
dia. with 4- .050” dia. holes for #18
Escutcheon Pins.

The 5207 is approximately 3/4”
dia. with 4- .050” dia. holes for #18
Escutcheon Pins.

The 5208 is approximately 1” dia.
with 4- .050” dia. holes for #18
Escutcheon Pins.

Hinge comes in Brass. Can be
plated in additional finishes for a
fee, please call for pricing.

Hinge comes in Brass. Can be
plated in additional finishes for a fee,
please call for pricing.

Hinge comes in Brass. Can be
plated in additional finishes for a fee,
please call for pricing.

Hinge come in Brass. Other finishes
are available for an additional fee,
please call for pricing.

5209HINGE

890COHINGE

890CONSHINGE

897COHHINGE

The 5209 is 1-3/8” across the pin
and 3/4” wide with 4- .050” dia.
holes for #18 Escutcheon Pins.

Hinge series #890 are used in all
types of box, case, and luggage applications. The are all approx. 1.82” in
height and 1.25” in width.

Hinge series #890 are used in all
types of box, case, and luggage applications. The are all approx. 1.82” in
height and 1.25” in width.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in additional finishes
for a fee, please call for pricing.

The 897CO hinge is used in all types
of box, case, and luggage applications. The are all approx. 1.82” in
height and 1.25” in width with a
valance cutout.

Hinge comes in Brass. Can be
plated in additional finishes for a
fee, please call for pricing.

Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in other finishes for
an additional fee, please call for
pricing.

897HHINGE
897 hinges are used in all types
of box, case, and luggage applications. The are all approx. 1.82” in
height and 1.25” in width.
Hinges come in Brass and Nickel.
Can be plated in other finishes for
an additional fee, please call for
pricing.
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Hangers & Hooks

1744LH

1744RH

1792HDW

1794LH

The 1744 hook comes in a right
and left hand version as shown. The
difference between them is in the
location of the finger “pull” which
makes it easier to open or close the
hook.

The 1744 hook comes in a right
and left hand version as shown. The
difference between them is in the
location of the finger “pull” which
makes it easier to open or close the
hook.

Self Locking Hook Hasp -- Popular
on Cigar Box Purses

The 1794 hook comes in a left hand
version. The finger “pull” makes it
easier to open or close the hook.

To secure, we recommend the #2 or
#14 Epin (sold separately).

To secure, we recommend the #2 or
#14 Epin (sold separately).

Height = 1”

Height = 1”

Width = 5/8”

Width = 5/8”

Thickness = .040”

Thickness = .040”

Hole = .103”

Hole = .103”

1800HANGER

Hasp 1792 with its’ self latching
function is ideal for small box projects. It is the same size as the 1760 at
approx. 5/8” wide and 1-7/8” high.
Both the hasp and keeper have two
.097 Dia. holes to attach it to your
box. Use #2 screws (sold separately).

To secure, we recommend the #4
Epin (sold separately).
Height = 3/4”
Width = 9/16”
Thickness = 0.50”

The built-in swiveling hook provides
a positive locking action without the
need of extra hardware.

Hole = .130

1801HANGER

1802HANGER

1803HANGER

Picture Hangers & Mirror Hangers, heavy, medium and light duty.
These hangers are perfect for
heavy, medium and light weight
pictures, mirrors and hangings.
All items can be used for wiring or
direct hanging.

Hanger can be used for wiring or
direct hanging. Standard finish is a
zinc plate - other finishes on special
order.

Hanger can be used for wiring or
direct hanging. Standard finish is a
zinc plate - other finishes on special
order.

Hanger can be used for wiring or
direct hanging. Standard finish is a
zinc plate - other finishes on special
order.

The dimensions for this hanger are:

The dimensions for this hanger are:

The dimensions for this hanger are:

Overall length x width = 1-3/4 x 5/8”

Overall Length X Width: 3-5/8 x
5/8”

No. Holes x Centers = 2 x 7/16”

Overall length x width = 1-7/16 x
5/8”

Overall length x width = 1-15/16 x
3/8”

No. Holes x Centers = 1

No. Holes x Centers = 2 x 9/16”

No. Holes x Centers: 3 x 31/32”

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws for these items, sold separately.

Hole Size = .191” (#6 Screw)

Hole Size = .191” (#6 Screw)

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws for these items, sold separately.

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws for these items, sold separately.

Hole Size: .191”
Screw size: #6 (sold separately)

Hole Size = .191” (#6 Screw)
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Hangers & Hooks, cont.

1804HANGER

1805HANGER

1806SAWTOOTH

1807SAWTOOTH

Hanger can be used for wiring or
direct hanging. Standard finish is a
zinc plate - other finishes on special
order.

Hanger can be used for wiring or
direct hanging. Standard finish is a
zinc plate - other finishes on special
order.

The dimensions for this hanger are:

The dimensions for this hanger are:

Overall length x width = 1-3/8 x 3/8”

Overall length x width = 1-1/32 x
3/8”

The 1806 is a saw tooth hanger
approx. 1-5/8” in overall length
and has two .076” holes on a 1.4”
spacing. It clears approx. 1/8” above
the mounting surface. Use a #18 nail
or staple in place. Standard finish
is zinc plate and minimum order is
500 pieces.

The 1807 is a saw tooth hanger
approx. 2-3/4” in overall length
and has two .145” holes on a 2.350”
spacing. It clears approx. 3/16” above
the mounting surface. Use #6 screws
or staple in place. Standard finish
is zinc plate and minimum order is
500 pieces.

No. Holes x Centers = 1
Hole Size = .191” (#6 Screw)

No. Holes x Centers = 1

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head screws
for these items, sold separately.

Hole Size = .145” (#6 Screw)

1808SAWTOOTH

1809HANGER

1810HANGER

1812HANGER

The 1808 is a saw tooth hanger
approx. 2-3/4” in overall length
and has two .076” holes on a
2.350” spacing. It clears approx.
3/16” above the mounting surface.
Use #18 nails or staple in place.
Standard finish is zinc plate and
minimum order is 500 pieces.

Hanger can be used for wiring or
direct hanging. Standard finish is a
zinc plate - other finishes on special
order.

These hangers are perfect for heavy,
medium and light weight pictures,
mirrors and hangings

The 1812 Hanger is 1-5/8” in overall
length with two .145” holes on
1/2” centers for mounting with #6
screws. The large hole is slightly over
5/16” in diameter and can be used
for direct mounting or wiring. The
base is slightly more then 3/8” wide
with the circular area about 1/2”
diameter.

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws for these items, sold separately.

The dimensions for this hanger are:
Overall length x width = 1-1/16 x
3/8”
No. Holes x Centers = 1
Hole Size = .191” (#6 Screw)
We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws for these items, sold separately.

All items can be used for wiring or
direct hanging.
Standard finish on these items is a
zinc plate. Other finishes on special
order.
We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws in either 3/8” or 1/2” length
for these items. Minimum pack is
5,000 pcs.
Overall length x width = 3-1/4 x 3/8”
No. Holes x Centers = 4 x 9/16
Hole Size = .191” (#6 Screw)
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Hangers & Hooks, cont.

1813HANGER

1815HANGER

1821SAWTOOTH

2022H

These flat Hangers are ideal for
pictures, mirrors and other wall
hangings.

Picture Hooks or Hangers

The 1821 is a 2” nail-less saw tooth
hanger with 2 prongs for attaching it
to hard wood surfaces. It is approx.
2” in overall length and has two
prongs on a 2” spacing. It clears
approx. 1/8”. A special hammer is
available to help seat this hanger.
Standard finish is yellow zinc plate
and minimum order is 500 pieces.

The 2022 Hook is the smallest of our
hooks. Limited inventory is stocked
and minimum production run
would be 2,500 pcs

The 1813 Hanger is 2-1/16” in overall
length with two .145” holes on 1/2”
centers for mounting with #6 screws.
The large hole is slightly over 5/16” in
diameter and can be used for direct
mounting or wiring. The base is 5/8”
wide. Minimum pack 500 pcs.

Length: 1-1/2”
Width: 1/4”
Nail: #13 x 1-1/2”
Rating: 50 lbs

Height = 9/16”
Width = 7/16”
Thickness = .040”
Hole = .083”
Recommended screw size = #0, #1,
or #16 Epin

3070H

3091H

602H

803H

This sturdy hook is useful to latch
cases and cabinets.

This sturdy hook is useful to latch
cases and cabinets. Shown in a Brass
finish, also comes in a Nickel finish.

The 602 Hook is approximately
3-1/8” in overall height and 2”
across the hook. The wire is .135”
diameter with a .230” diameter head
at the base.

The 803 Hook is approximately
3-3/4” in overall height and 2-1/2”
maximum across the hook from the
tip. The hook itself is about 1.1” in
diameter. The wire is .135” diameter
with a .230” diameter head at the
base.

Height = 3/4”
Width = 9/16”
Thickness = 1/16”
Hole = .136”
Recommend #4 or #5 screw.

Height = 1”
Width = 5/8”
Thickness = 1/16”
Hole = .153”

Min order size is 500.

Recommend #6 screw (sold separately).

602HT

604H

JHOOKS

602H/803W

Our 604 Hook one piece hook and
base is approximately 4-5/8” long
and 3-3/4” high. The hook will fit
over a bar up to 1-1/2” in diameter.
It is constructed with .105” wire and
meets many lighter duty needs.

This 1-1/2” J hook is approx. 1-1/2”
in overall height,1/4” wide, has a
throat of 1” and two .091” holes on
1/2” centers for attachment. While
usually constructed of steel and plated, it can also be manufactured in
solid brass and polished. Not usually
stocked, but manufactured to order.

Hook Finish: Nickel

803W

Washer Finish: Raw
602HM
Finish: Nickel
803H/803W
Hook Finish: Nickel
Washer Finish: Raw
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Screws
Most hardware can be attached with our sleek looking,
brass plated, #4 Phillips head screws. These come in both
pan head and flat head versions. Sold in bags of 1,000
pieces.
We recommend #4 screws in 1/4”, 3/8” or 1/2” lengths for
most applications.
Some larger diameter #5 or #6 screws for heavier duty
jobs can also be supplied while some jobs only require #2
screws which are also stocked.
Screws come in Brass and Zinc. Can be plated in Nickel
for an additional fee, please call for pricing.
STANDARD SCREW SIZES ARE:
SIZE

SCREW DIA.

HEAD DIA.

#0

.060”

.110”

#2

.086”

.160”

#4

.112”

.210”

#5

.125”

.240”

#6

.138”

.265”

S#2-1/2PFH

S#4-1/2PFH

S#5-1/2PFH

S#2-1/4PFH

S#4-1/2PPH

S#5-1/2PPH

S#2-1/4PRH

S#4-1/2PFH

S#5-1/4PPH

S#2-1/4SRH

S#4-1/4PPH

S#5-3/8PPH

S#2-3/8PFH

S#4-3/16PPH

S#2-3/8PPH

S#4-3/4PFH

S#6-1/2PFH

S#2-3/8PRH

S#4-3/8PFH

S#6-1/2PPH

S#2-1/2PFH

S#4-3/8PPH

S#6-3/8PFH

S#4-5/8PFH

S#6-3/8PPH

S#4-5/8PPH

S#6-5/8PFH
S#6-7/8PFH
S#8-1/2PFH
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Stays

1789STAY

788-165

FLBLASM

FLBRASM

The 1789 6-1/2” ball lock stay is a
standard duty model providing a
positive locking mechanism at the
full open position. It is approx. 6.450”
from hole to hole in the locked position. The holes are approx. .150” in
diameter and it has a .250” offset on
each end. The arms are of .050” thick
steel and are just under 1/2” wide.

The 788 Lid support is used in all
types of box, case, and other folding
lid or leg applications. Overall length
from mounting hole to mounting
hole is approx. 6-3/8”. This item has
.165” diameter mounting holes and
.300” offset. Standard finishes are
nickel and brass plate. Other finishes
are available on special order.

The folding leg brace (FLB) is used
in applications that require folding
legs including displays, tables, and
easles. When in the open position,
overall length from mounting hole
to mounting hole is approx. 7-5/8”.
Mounting holes are .250” diameter.
It opens and locks “over center” at
approximately 180 degrees. Steel is
.105” thick.

The folding leg brace (FLB) is used
in applications that require folding
legs including displays, tables, and
easles. When in the open position,
overall length from mounting hole
to mounting hole is approx. 7-5/8”.
Mounting holes are .250” diameter.
It opens and locks “over center” at
approximately 180 degrees. Steel is
.105” thick.

Can be manufactured in left and
right handed versions.

Can be manufactured in left and
right handed versions.

This item is currently stocked in
nickel plate only.
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Turns

5462TURN

5472TURN

The 5462 Small Turn Button is 13/16”
in overall length with one .145” hole
for mounting with a #6 screw. The
width is approximately 5/16”

The 5472 Large Turn Button is 1” in
overall length with one .152” hole
for mounting with a #6 screw. The
width is approximately 7/16”

Minimum pack 5000 pcs.

Minimum pack 5000 pcs.

Standard finish is Zinc plate. Other
finishes available on special order.

Standard finish is Zinc plate. Other
finishes available on special order.

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head screws
in either 3/8” or 1/2” length for these
items. Minimum pack is 5,000 pcs.

We stock #6 Phillips Pan Head
screws in either 3/8” or 1/2” length
for these items. Minimum pack is
5,000 pcs.
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Supplies

1765BLADEARBOR

1765BLADEHARD

1765BLADESOFT

1791BLADE

For the #1765 Hinge and the #1299
Hinge a 2-3/4”diameter x .035” thick
jewelers slotting saw for softwood,
and .046” thick saw for hardwood is
commonly used to put a kerf in the
box at the correct point. Slot width
may need adjustment depending
upon the hardness of the mounting
surface.

For the #1765 Hinge and the #1299
Hinge a 2-3/4”diameter x .046” thick
saw for hardwood is commonly used
to put a kerf in the box at the correct
point. Slot width may need adjustment depending upon the hardness
of the mounting surface.

For the #1765 Hinge and the #1299
Hinge a 2-3/4”diameter x .035” thick
saw for softwood is commonly used
to put a kerf in the box at the correct
point. Slot width may need adjustment depending upon the hardness
of the mounting surface.

The #1791 Hinge is a 2” diameter x
.022” thick jewelers slotting saw is
commonly used to put a kerf in the
box. Slot width may need adjustment depending upon the hardness
of the mounting surface.

Blade can be held in the available
Blade Arbor which can be mounted
in a drill press or other woodworking machine. A spring loaded mechanism readily accepts saw blades
with hole diameters of 1/2”-5/8”3/4”-7/8” and 1”. Blades are firmly
secured in position with a hex head
screw (wrench provided). This arbor
has a 1/2” shank for your machine
and is 2-3/8” overall length.

Blade can be held in the available
Blade Arbor which can be mounted
in a drill press or other woodworking machine. A spring loaded mechanism readily accepts saw blades
with hole diameters of 1/2”-5/8”3/4”-7/8” and 1”. Blades are firmly
secured in position with a hex head
screw (wrench provided). This arbor
has a 1/2” shank for your machine
and is 2-3/8” overall length.

779BKPLT

779SLTBAR

779SLTHDW

779UBAR

Handle hardware for Style 779 is also
sold separately.

Handle hardware for Style 779 is
also sold separately.

We offer a wide variety of hardware
to attach handles to your product.

Handle hardware for Style 779 is
also sold separately.

This Back Plate comes in Brass or
Nickel.

This Slant Bar comes in Brass or
Nickel.

This slanted style 779 is screwed or
riveted to your product.

This U Bar comes in Brass or Nickel.

For the #1791 Hinge a 2” diameter
x .022” thick jewelers slotting saw is
commonly used to put a kerf in the
box. Slot width may need adjustment
depending upon the hardness of the
mounting surface.
Either blade can be held in the
available Blade Arbor which can be
mounted in a drill press or other
woodworking machine. A spring
loaded mechanism readily accepts
saw blades with hole diameters of
1/2”-5/8”-3/4”-7/8” and 1”. Blades
are firmly secured in position with a
hex head screw (wrench provided).
This arbor has a 1/2” shank for your
machine and is 2-3/8” overall length.

This blade can be held in the
available Blade Arbor which can be
mounted in a drill press or other
woodworking machine. A spring
loaded mechanism readily accepts
saw blades with hole diameters of
1/2”-5/8”-3/4”-7/8” and 1”. Blades
are firmly secured in position with a
hex head screw (wrench provided).
This arbor has a 1/2” shank for your
machine and is 2-3/8” overall length.

779UHDW
We offer a wide variety of hardware
to attach handles to your product.
Style 779 are screwed or riveted to
your product.
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Metal Stamping Services

Hardware MFG’s Stamping department will produce your parts using your existing
tooling or our modern Tool & Die department can design and construct tools for you.
We specializes in both long and short run stampings requiring up to 120 tons. We stamp
a wide variety of metals and plastic. We have both manual and automatic feed capabilities
up to 24” wide. We also supply millions of Wire formed parts each year. Our capabilities
include medium run stamping .040 to .120 metal thickness 22 presses.
Our Tool and Die Department can design and construct tools for you while our in-house
Wire EDM Department will speed your job along.
All our staff involved with your job will be trained in and responsible for quality
control to the specifications required. Inspection equipment includes a state of the art
Coordinate Measuring Machine which allows us to provide accurate computer generated
documentation when requested.
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